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Upcoming Events
Jan. 7

PTO Meeting 7pm at District Oﬃce

Jan. 10

Drama Club Parent Meeting @ 4:30pm

Jan. 11

Report Cards go home

Jan. 11

PBIS Assembly 8am

Jan. 22

MAP Testing @ PT

Jan. 23

Board Meeting 7pm @ PT

Jan. 24

MAP Testing @ PT

Feb. 1

Teacher inservice 10:35 dismissal

News to Know
Great Americans is a civics program for
5th grade students. Students learn and
memorize important government
documents, flag information, and U.S.
historical facts. There are three levels
for memorization: bronze (three items),
silver (five items), and gold (eight items).
Here are our gold members:
Cesar Carillo (Rodriguez)
Hunter Harmon (Gillespie)

Reminders
Report cards go home
on January 11. Check
with your child’s
teacher with any
questions or
concerns.

In the event of an
eLearning Day,
students will work
on school
assignments from
home using their
iPads. Your
child’s teacher
will give you
details about
specific class
expectations!
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The Principal Connection
Please read the thoughts of our principal, Mr. Simmons, as he reflects
on children and learning.

Over the holiday, I had the opportunity to attend a movie with my family for the first time since the birth
of my two children. In addition to enjoying the time with my family and the entertainment factor of the
show, I found myself appreciating the efforts made by the screen writers to incorporate a moral or nice
lesson into the storyline. Since the lesson connected to something that our family had been challenged
by recently, I found myself wondering at what level did this moral or lesson impact my children. Did they
even tune in or attend to that part of the movie, and what if anything did they take away from it at their
young age? After the movie I found myself asking questions of my children. I spent time trying to
connect the moral of the story to various experiences from their young lives and topics they had shared
with me about things that seemed to be challenging them.
For anyone who has attempted to do this with a four-year-old, I am sure you can relate to the challenges,
the wonder, and the excitement of it all. I am always amazed at how the conversation can go in so many
directions and at the time I found myself wondering if I was understood. (amazing side note, the answer
is yes and it is incredible how sometimes we find that out days, or even weeks later). However, it is
another more important realization that I want to focus on which was that I remembered that maybe
more importantly I needed to reflect on what I understood. What did I learn about my daughter, what
was she trying to tell me and how could I use that to continue to support her growth and development.
Was I making sure to spend at least as much time if not more listening as I did talking?
Being a parent can be exhausting and yet it is indescribably rewarding. This experience is much like that
of being an educator and it made me pause and reflect upon my gratitude for the miracles that our
teachers and staff perform every day. Our teachers attempt to do this for anywhere from 20 – 120 or
more students every day. Our bus drivers do this with anywhere from 50 – 140 or more students every
day. Our lunch and recess supervisors do this with nearly 500 students for three straight hours every day.
As I close, I would like to leave us all with a few things to think about: are we truly listening to our
children, to our students, and to one another? How much would be benefit if we worked first to
understand before working to be understood? When are children are talking to us, are they really looking
for us to solve their problems, remove their challenges, or are they hoping that we will listen, that we will
empathize and allow them the opportunity to grow, learn, and develop
strategies to manage the challenges they face? Like most things, I am sure
the answer rests in striking a healthy balance. I will continue to reflect and
try to make sure that I am finding that delicate balance.
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PT Learns:

Classroom
Feature

Before Winter Break, Prairie Trail
School prepared for and
participated in the Epic Build. All
students coded and demonstrated
their work for parents who toured
the classrooms of the school.
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PT Against Bullying!
What is bullying?

Click here to read
more information
about BULLYING.

Bullying is certainly unacceptable behavior and is identified as misbehavior
or a violation of school rules. However, not all unacceptable behaviors
between students are categorized as “bullying.” As we work to intervene in
situations and help students apply strategies to correct misbehaviors, we
want to also help students and families understand the difference between
true bullying and other types of misbehavior. Know that any unwanted
behavior reported to an adult is addressed, and appropriate “fix up”
strategies are applied to each unique situation. Our goal at Prairie Trail is to
make sure that all students are successful and safe.
StopBullying.gov. (2017, September 8). Retrieved January 3, 2019, from http://
www.stopbullying.gov/
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To Collaborate…

To Imagine…

To Research…

To Read…

Prairie Trail LRC
The place to be…
To Inspire…
To bond…

To Create…
To Learn…
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FOLLOW US!
Twitter: @prairietraild56
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Flyers & Forms
Scroll through the following pages for
important flyers and forms at our school.

Parent Volunteer
Opportunities
Currently Available at
Prairie Trail School:
Great American Helpers
Art Room Helpers
Morning Greeters
Math Tutors
PBIS Ice Cream Sales
Breakfast Club Servers
Health Office Support
MENTOR Speakers
Health & Fitness Parent Helpers
"Oh, the Places You'll Go!" Presenters
New Parent/Student Welcome Orientation
More volunteer opportunities may
become available later in the school year!

Find out how to sign up to
be a volunteer by visiting
http://signup.com/go/pJDDuKB
or by using the QR code below:

